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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is NOT one of the most common sources of
project conflict?
A. Resources
B. Costs
C. Schedules
D. Priorities
Answer: B
Explanation:
It's important to know that resources, schedules and priorities
cause 50% of project problems and conflicts. Sure, it's
important for the PMP exam. But even more importantly, if
you're trying to confront a problem by looking for the root

cause of a conflict, the odds are that you'll find that cause
in one of those three areas!
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NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer has a prepared that works with Service Demand
Architecture (SOA) web services directly
to the Contact Center Manager Server (CCMS)
which are SOA web services enabled at the Contact Center
Manager Server (CCMS)?
A. SOA is enabled by default in the CCMS as a part of the
installation
B. While adding a new CCMS server to the Contact Center Manager
Administration (CCMA) server via
the web client. Select the "web services" are under the new
CCMS server being added. and select SOA
ENABLED
C. Using the CCMS server configuration, access the WS Open
interface tab and select SOA ENABLED
D. SOA Web Service is not supported in Avaya Aura(TM) Contact
Center 6.0
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
You develop code in JavaScript. The code calls a functions
named fnl.
Sometimes, fnl throws a RangeError on a SyntaxError error.
You need to create code to meet the following requirements:
Catch the error.
Call the catchRangeError function if RangeError is thrown.
Call the catchSyntaxError function if SyntaxError is thrown.
Develop the solution by selecting and arranging the required
code blocks in the correct order. You may not need all of the
code blocks.
Answer:
Explanation:

try {
fnl();
}catch(error) {
if (error.name === 'RangeError') {
catchRangeError();}
else if (error.name === 'SyntaxError') {
catchSyntaxErrorr();}
}
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